
Boundaries Activities 

1. Turn words to gold (handout) 

 

2. List of parenting adult children suggestions (Bernstein, 2016). 

• Encourage working children to contribute part of their pay for room and board. 

• Don't indiscriminately give money. Providing spending money should be contingent on 

children’s efforts toward independence. 

• Develop a response that you can offer in the event that you are caught off guard.  

• Agree on a time limit on how long children can remain at home. 

• If you can afford it, offer to help pay starting costs of rent on an apartment. 

• Make an agreement for decreasing contributions to rent until the child is fully 

responsible. 

• Remember that you always have the right to say, “I changed my mind” about a previous 

promise. 

• Set limits on how much time you spend helping your child resolve crises. Encourage 

the child to problem-solve by asking, "What are your ideas?” 

• Remember you are not in a popularity contest. Be prepared for your child to reject 

you. He or she will most likely come around later. 

• Attend support groups if your child has a substance abuse or emotional problem. Only 

give spending money to an adult child consistently involved in treatment. 

3. Rewrite the following into more effective statements: 

• To set a boundary with an angry person: 

"You may not yell at me. If you continue, I'll have to leave the room." 

• To set a boundary with personal phone calls at work: 

"I've decided to take all personal calls in the evening in order to get my work done. I will 

need to call you later." 

• To say no to extra commitments: 

"Although this organization is important to me, I need to decline your request for volunteer 

help in order to honor my family's needs." 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/addiction


• To set a boundary with someone who is critical: 

"It's not okay with me that you comment on my weight. I'd like to ask you to stop." 

• To buy yourself time when making tough decisions: 

"I'll have to sleep on it, I have a policy of not making decisions right away." 

• To back out of a commitment: 

"I know I agreed to head up our fundraising efforts, but after reviewing my schedule, I now 

realize that I won't be able to give it my best attention. I'd like to help find a replacement by 

the end of next week. 

• To set a boundary with an adult child who borrows money: 

"I won't be lending you money anymore. I love you and you need to take responsibility for 

yourself." 
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